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TOWN OF BROOKLINE
Massachusetts
BROOKLINE POLICE DEPARTMENT
DANIEL C. O’LEARY
CHIEF OF POLICE

To:

Melvin Kleckner, Town Administrator

From:

Daniel O’Leary, Chief of Police

Date:

January 27, 2017

Re:

Brookline Police Department 2016 Year End Reports

Sir,

Throughout 2016, the Brookline Police Department has continued to provide a wide continuum
of public services in an effort to reduce crime, increase safety and enhance the quality of life in
Brookline.

Through proactive policing, intelligent deployment, Department-wide problem

solving efforts, advanced training for our officers, increased engagement with the community
and the use of a team approach, we continue to see great successes in the prevention and
resolution of crime and disorder problems in the community. As you will see highlighted
throughout this letter and the attached reports, the Brookline Police Department is taking great
care to prepare for the wide range of emergencies and threats that could face our community.

Between evolving national trends and local demands, modern police officers are being asked to
continually respond to a more diverse array of situations. As I am sure you will see from this
report, the Brookline Police Department is ready and able to face the challenges that lie ahead.
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In 2016, the Department made several promotions. Following the retirement of Deputy
Superintendent John O’Leary, Lieutenant Stephen Burke was promoted to the rank of Deputy
Superintendent and assigned as the Commander of the Detective Division, Sergeant Thomas
Ward was promoted to Lieutenant and assigned to the Detective Division and Patrol Officer
Dave Hill was promoted to Sergeant and assigned as a Patrol Supervisor.

Officer Hill’s

promotion marks the Department’s first promotion of an Asian officer.

On November 4, 2016, the Brookline Police Department graduated ten new recruit officers
from the Lowell Police Department.

This class represents the most diverse class in the

Department’s history, consisting of four women, two Asian officers and one black officer. With
these new hires, the Brookline Police Department currently has 17 female officers (13%), 8
black officers (6%), 8 Latino/Hispanic officers (6%), and 9 Asian officers (7%), for a total of 32%
of the Department representing a diverse population.

On October 15, 2016, the Brookline Police Department participated in the MA Civil Service
Police Promotional exam. This exam is offered every two years and determines eligibility for
promotion within the Department. This year, the exam was taken by 13 patrol officers, of
whom five were female officers and one was a black officer. Ten sergeants took the exam for
promotion to Lieutenant, one of which was a female. Unfortunately, despite women and
minority officers representing 32% of the Department, only 5% sought promotion eligibility
through this process.

Notwithstanding the addition of these ten new recruit officers, the Department is still operating
with seven vacancies and anticipates additional vacancies from retiring officers over the next
year. On March 25, 2017, there is a Police Entrance Exam being offered by MA Civil Service for
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eligible candidates who are interested in a career in law enforcement. This presents a great
opportunity for the Brookline Police Department to hire skilled, caring, dedicated and diverse
candidates who can contribute to making our community a better place to live and work. The
Brookline Police Department recently worked with National Boston, a full service production
house, to create a six minute recruitment/outreach video designed to inspire potential
candidates and introduce the public to the many facets of the Brookline Police Department.
Additionally, the Brookline Police Department has undertaken significant outreach efforts –
hosting informational sessions, working with local colleges and universities, and utilizing social
media to recruit candidates for the March exam. Please visit www.brooklinepolice.com to see
our new outreach video.

In addition to these organizational changes, the Police Department has compiled the crime
statistics for the Town of Brookline for the year. Between January 1 – December 31, 2016,
there were a total of 686 Part A Crimes, down 26% from 2015. Part A crimes include murder,
rape, robbery, assault, burglary, larceny and motor vehicle theft.

In 2016, there were reductions in every crime other than rape when compared to 2015.
Robberies were down 33% (from 18 to 12), assaults were down 19% (from 166 to 135),
burglaries were down 52% (from 128 to 62), larcenies were down 23% (from 602 to 464) and
motor vehicle thefts were down 36% (from 11 to 7). However in 2016, there was in increase in
rapes, from 1 to 6. In 4 of the cases, the suspect knew the victim while in 2 of the cases, it was
a stranger who they met the night of the incident. This is the only crime that increased in 2016.
For 2016, total violent crimes (murder, rape, robbery and assault) are down 17% with 153 this
year versus 185 in 2015 and total property crimes (burglary, larceny and motor vehicle theft) are
down 28% with 536 this year versus 741 in 2015. In 2016, crime was down 69% from where it
was in 1994.
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This year, the Department has successfully continued to use crime analysis and intelligence to
direct patrol activities in an effort to reduce these crimes, and others, and apprehend the
suspects. By analyzing the day, time, location and modus operandi (MO) for pattern crimes like
car breaks and package thefts, the Department can deploy resources to specific areas which are
being targeted. Commanders are then tasked with reassigning officers to areas where these
crimes are happening and to utilize various tactics to counteract and catch criminals. This past
year, because the Department has continued to see tremendous success with the Bait Bike, we
have employed the same technology to counteract the increase in package thefts.

Bait

packages, equipped with a GPS, were deployed into areas most targeted for thefts. Emulating
the success we saw with bike thefts, package thefts were reduced from 100 in 2015 to 67 in
2016 (a 33% reduction). Bike thefts continued to decline from 89 in 2015 to 78 in 2016 (an 11%
reduction).

The Department continues to work closely with the Boston Police Department and the Boston
Regional Intelligence Center (BRIC), as well as other outside law enforcement agencies, to share
intelligence, conduct joint investigations, identify regional crime series and apprehend criminals
who are committing crimes across jurisdictional lines.

Of the 686 Part A crimes reported in 2016, there were 146 cases cleared by arrest, 93 cleared
by court action, 37 cleared exceptionally, 20 closed by completed service, 3 cleared by referral
and 2 were closed by other means, resulting in a 44% clearance of crimes for the year.
Specifically, 67% of rapes, 75% of robberies, 95% of assaults, 48% of burglaries, 27% of larcenies
and 73% of motor vehicle thefts were all cleared by arrest, court action, cleared exceptionally,
completed service, referral, closed or are in-active. Please note that many of the 686 active
cases are still under investigation and may be cleared/closed as a result. Additionally, many
prior year cases were cleared/closed during this period as a result of on-going investigations.

During the year, there were 448 arrests made. This volume of arrests is indicative of the great
efforts of the officers in the field. Additionally, this decline in arrests corresponds with the
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decrease in crime and signifies that our efforts to put resources in the areas they will have the
greatest impact has been successful. Last year, our field interview classification system was
revamped to focus on field interrogations. In 2016, there were a total of 47 field interrogations
conducted.

In the area of traffic enforcement, there were 16,298 moving violations issued to motorists on
Brookline’s roads and a total of 133,127 parking tickets were issued, totaling $4.2 million in
fines and penalties.

Last year, the Traffic Division, under the direction of Deputy

Superintendent Myles Murphy, began looking at the civilian parking enforcement efforts to
determine if greater efficiencies can be made in terms of deployment, route design and
prioritization of affected streets. The Division was able to increase parking enforcement by
1.3% when compared to the enforcement conducted in 2015 while streamlining work output
for the civilian parking control officers.

The 2016 Year End Race and Gender Report, which outlines four categories of interactions our
officers have with the community, has also been completed and is attached for your review. As
you will see, the Police Department continues to provide a high caliber of police service to the
community while ensuring that race and gender bias are not a factor in the delivery of those
services. The categories we examine are: arrests, field interrogations, moving violations and
citizen complaints. We have included graphs which compare data for race and gender for
arrests, field interrogations and moving violations over a three year period. As you will see,
there is incredible consistency from year to year in the percentage for each race and gender
category. It is also noteworthy that during the year, there were only eight citizen complaints
filed, down from 14 filed in 2015.

Throughout the year, the Department has been successful in maintaining our level of service to
the community through a variety of ongoing and new initiatives. The Community Service
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Division, under the direction of Deputy Superintendent Michael Gropman, continues to offer
various programs, such as the AWARE program, Child Seat Safety Program and RAD, which
greatly enhance the safety of our residents. The Brookline CERT program also continues to
recruit, train and deploy its 220+ volunteers who are on call to assist the Town during local
emergencies. Our officers also continue to work with the schools, other Town agencies and
local service providers to improve the quality of life for residents. Additionally, the Community
Service Division, which is responsible for coordinating and providing the Department’s inservice training, revised the Department’s firearms training to include a focus on de-escalation
of force, incorporating less lethal options into lethal situations and scenario based training.
Last spring, the Department received training in fair and impartial policing, police legitimacy
and procedural justice. These courses were designed to help officers be more open and
receptive to all people they serve and to help improve relations with the community through
increased transparency, competency, respect and fair treatment.

Additionally, officers

participated in trainings on active shooters, rescue operations (with the Fire Department and
Fallon Ambulance), defensive tactics, traffic stop with simmunitions, and our annual day
firearms qualification.

To further our efforts to engage the community, the Patrol Division, under the direction of
Deputy Superintendent Andrew Lipson, continues its “Park and Walk” program which is
designed to get officers out of their cruisers and into the community in proactive, positive ways.
Throughout the past year, we have asked that officers from all Divisions participate in local
programs, attend community meetings and be visible and engaged with residents at
playgrounds, in commercial areas and around parts of Town where people congregate. The
Department has officers assigned on a daily basis to our nine public housing complexes. We
have officers working with the Teen Center to foster relationships with the underserved and
youth of the community. Members of the Department regularly assist at our local food pantry
and host clothing/houseware drives for local families in need. Our officers participate in all
major community events, such as Brookline Day, Porchfest, the Brookline Arts Festival,
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Brookline Bikes Beacon Parade, charity walks, local fairs and school events, as well as major
events like the Boston Marathon. We have even had several members of the Department
dance in our local Dancing with the Stars Rotary fundraiser to raise awareness to local issues.
We assign officers on bikes and to walking routes to have a visible and approachable presence
in the community. Even when redesigning our headquarters, we designed an open floorplan
for our lobby and included a community room which is available at no charge to groups that
need a meeting place – such as AA, Boy and Girl Scout troops, and numerous Town boards and
commissions. Next month, the Brookline Police Department is co-sponsoring a Pre-Spring
Community Fling, a free community featuring games, prizes, food, demonstrations by the BPD
and a movie. This event is scheduled for Saturday, February 18th from 11am – 4pm at Pierce
School.

Recognizing that many of the individuals we deal with on a daily basis are having a mental
health crisis which requires a different type of law enforcement response, we developed
training for our officers in de-escalation of conflict, mental health first aid and procedural
justice. We also sought out crisis intervention training for officers and began collaborating with
our local mental health service providers. In 2015, the BPD applied for grant funding through
the Department of Mental Health (DMH) to get our Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) concept off
the ground. Due to the grant we received from DMH, as well as the gracious cooperation of the
Cambridge-Somerville TTAC and the National Association of Mental Illness (NAMI), the BPD was
able to grow our CIT from concept to reality in two short years. Our original proposal was
written with the goal of training 33 officers, or 25% of our Department. As of now, we are
proud to announce that have trained 53 officers and our victim-witness advocate, for a total of
43% of our sworn police force trained in the CIT model. We have officers trained across all
three shifts and in all five divisions of our Department, with the idea that there will always be at
least one CIT-trained officer on duty. Due to the overwhelming success of our CIT program, we
were recently awarded a grant to develop a regional training and technical assistance center
(TTAC) in Brookline to provide the 40 hour CIT training to officers from police departments in
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Norfolk County and assist those departments in establishing their own CIT programs. We held
our first regional training in the Fall and planning for our second is underway.

In addition to training officers to respond to community members in crisis, this past year we
established a Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) Team to provide peer support to
fellow police officers. The Greater Boston CISM Team has been established as a collaboration
among eight police departments in the Greater Boston area (Arlington, Belmont, Brookline,
Cambridge, Chelsea, Everett, Somerville, and Watertown) for the purpose of supporting the
officers within these police departments. The Team is a resource of specially trained officers
who will serve as Peer Support and provide peer counseling to officers who have experienced a
traumatic event or may be affected by a loss. The Brookline Police Department trained five of
its members to be part of this regional collaboration.

In the fall 2015, the BPD trained several officers in the Youth & Police Initiative (YPI). YPI is an
interactive program designed to improve relationships between law enforcement and youths in
high-crime neighborhoods.

YPI officers and local at-risk youth work to foster positive

relationships, to reduce criminal behavior and negative attitudes, and to educate police about
concerns of the youth in their community. Helping to restore trust among at-risk youth, many
of whom are minorities, is critical to our success as an agency committed to community
policing. We have hosted two rounds of the YPI program, one for local young men and one for
local young women.

This past year, we have utilized the power of social medial to share human interest pieces
about officers and the work they are doing day in and day out in Brookline. We have
significantly increased our use of Facebook and Twitter, and this year added YouTube and
Instagram to our social media outreach efforts. From the previously referenced
recruitment/outreach video to various human interest stories to regular updates on crime,
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prevention and safety issues, the Department is committed to engaging our community and
celebrating the variety of work our officers are doing. For instance, this fall, the Brookline
Police Department participated in the American Cancer Society’s Pulling for Hope fundraiser
and plane pull. We raised over $6,000 for cancer research by highlighting cancer survivor
stories of members of the Brookline Police, and then 20+ BPD team members pulled a plane –
taking 2nd place in the public safety category.

On average, the Department tweets about 48 times per month. Currently, our front line
supervisors send out “tweets from the streets” so followers can get up to the minute news. We
have also significantly increased our social media presence, with 2,788 people following us on
Facebook, 638 on Instagram and 8,919 followers on Twitter. In 2016, our website had over 72K
visits. On a weekly basis, we have hundreds of people visit the BPD’s social media outlets for
news and current events and it has proven to be a valuable community education tool. This
spring, the Department initiated a Social Media Committee which is reviewing additional ways
the BPD can interact with the community to share not only public safety information but also
show what work we are doing in the community that people may not be aware of.

The Patrol Bike Unit (PBU), which started in 2010, continues to work in full force providing
education on the bicycle laws and conducting enforcement.

The BPD believes that

enforcement and education is critical to improving bicycle safety and providing a safe
environment for bicyclists and motorists in Brookline. In addition to educating and enforcing
bicycle safety, the PBU officers conduct regular patrol functions such as responding to crimes,
solving problems and serving as a visible and approachable officer on the street. The Patrol
Bike Unit Supervisors, Sergeants Andrew Amendola and Brian Sutherland, have participated
regularly in the Bike Advisory Committee monthly meetings to discuss enforcement activities,
recent crashes involving bicycles in traffic and to hear concerns from the cycling community as
to areas of concern. This summer, four additional officers were training as Patrol Bike Unit
members, bringing the Unit total to 17 officers.
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Throughout the year, the Special Response Team (SRT) has continued its extensive training and
readiness for critical incidents. During the first half of the year, the SRT was activated for the
120th Boston Marathon.

Additionally this spring, the SRT recruited and selected new

candidates bringing the team to a total of 17 officers. Going forward in 2017, the Team will
continue to work to procure more equipment and training through UASI grant funding.

In 2016, the Detective Division saw many changes and successes. Under the direction of now
retired Deputy Superintendent John O’Leary, and the now Deputy Superintendent Stephen
Burke, the Division continued to conduct numerous complex and sophisticated investigations.
The Division continues to train its officers in the most advanced investigative techniques and to
work with community partners and outside agencies to identify regional crime problems and
identify suspects.

Day after day, Brookline police officers display outstanding performance in a variety of
situations and consistently demonstrate their commitment to providing the highest quality of
police service to the public.

With professionalism and expertise, we continue to build

relationships with citizens in order to improve personal safety, protect individual’s rights and
property, and promote individual responsibility and community commitment to keep our
citizens safe and aware. As we move forward, we will continue to work to improve the services
we provide to the community. Thank you for your continued support of the Police Department
and our mission. I look forward to discussing the attached reports with you.

Daniel C. O’Leary
Chief of Police
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Year End Review of
2016 Part A Crimes
Brookline Police

2016
PART A CRIMES
YEAR END REPORT
Chief Daniel C. O’Leary

The following is a summary of Part A Crimes in Brookline
during 2015. Part A crimes include: murder, rape, robbery,
assault and battery, burglary, larceny and motor vehicle theft.
During 2016, there were a total of 686 Part A crimes in
Brookline, down 26% from the 926 Part A crimes in 2015. Of
the 686 crimes reported in 2016, there were 146 cases
cleared by arrest, 93 cleared by court action, 37 cleared
exceptionally, 25 cleared other means (completed service, inactive, referral), resulting in a 44% clearance of crimes for the
year.
In 2016, there were reductions in
every crime other than rape when
compared to 2015. Robberies were
down 33% (from 18 to 12), assaults
were down 19% (from 166 to 135),
burglaries were down 52% (from 128
to 62), larcenies were down 23% (from
602 to 464) and motor vehicle thefts
were down 36% (from 11 to 7).
However in 2016, there was in
increase in rapes, from 1 to 6. This is
the only crime that increased in 2016.
For 2016, total violent crimes (murder,
rape, robbery and assault) are down
17% with 153 this year versus 185 in
2015 and total property crimes
(burglary, larceny and motor vehicle
theft) are down 28% with 536 this
year versus 741 in 2015.
In 2016, crime was down 69% from
where it was in 1994.
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The followings graphs show the year-to-year comparisons for each crime category for 2016 and
2015 and the decline in crime over the last 20 years.
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THE FOLLOWING IS A BREAKDOWN OF EACH PART A CRIME FOR 2016:
MURDER
There were no murders in 2016. There have been no murders in Brookline since 2007.
RAPE – UP 500%
During 2016, there were 6 rapes reported, up
from the 1 reported in 2015. Out of these 6
rapes, 3 (50%) of them have resulted in an
arrest, 2 of them are active (33%), and one has
been cleared by referral (16.7%). In 4 of the
cases, the suspect knew the victim while in 2
of the cases; it was a stranger who they met
the night of the incident. As the chart shows,
the ten year average of rape cases reported is
5 per year.
ROBBERY – DOWN 33%
There were 12 robberies in 2016, which is down
33% from the 18 robberies reported during 2015.
Of these 12 robberies, 7 resulted in an arrest, 2 in
court action and 3 remain active.
Of the 12 robberies, 4 were unarmed/strong-arm
robberies, 3 involved a knife, 2 involved a
firearm, 2 were home invasions, and 1 was a
bank robbery. These robberies occurred at banks
(1), at a residential building (5), commercial
institution (3) and on the street (3).
ASSAULT – DOWN 19%
There were a total of 135 assaults reported in 2016, down from the 166 that occurred in 2015.
Of these 135 assaults, 53% (72) were domestic violence related and 5% (7) were assaults on
police officers. Of the 71 domestic assaults, 64 resulted in an arrest, 6 in court action, and 1
remains active. Additionally, 7.4% (10) of our assaults occurred at one of the two mental health
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hospitals in Town. Of the 135 assault cases,
86 (64%) resulted in arrests, 36 (27%)
resulted in court action, 4 (3%) were cleared
as completed service, 2 (1%) were cleared by
other means and 7 (5%) remain active.
In 2016, there were also 8 indecent assaults,
5 indecent exposures and 2 open and gross
cases.

BURGLARY – DOWN 52%
There were a total of 62 burglaries in 2016. This is
down 52% from the 128 burglaries in 2015. Of the total
62 burglaries, 56 (90%) were of residential properties
and 6 (10%) were of nonresidential buildings, including
offices,
schools,
religious
and
commercial
establishments.
Of the total 62 burglaries, 32 (52%) cases remain active,
7 (11%) resulted in an arrest, 7 (11%) resulted in court
action and 16 (26%) were cleared exceptionally. In
addition to the 62 burglaries, there were 12 attempts.
LARCENY – DOWN 23%
There were a total of 464 larcenies in 2016, down 23% from the 602 larcenies that occurred in
2015. Of the 464 larcenies, 337 (72%) cases remain active, 43 (9%) resulted in arrests, 46 (10%)
were cleared by court action, 21 (5%) were cleared exceptionally, 1 (<1%) were cleared by
referral and 15 (3%) were closed through completed service. Of the total 464 larcenies, bike
thefts were the most prevalent larceny with 78 (17% of total larcenies), following by shoplifting
with 73 (16%) and package thefts with 67 (14%). In addition to the 464 larcenies, there were 40
attempted larcenies. The following is a graph showing the distribution of larcenies for 2016.
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MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT – DOWN 36%
There were 7 motor vehicles reported stolen in 2016, which is down 36% from the 11 reported
in 2015. Four (57%) cases remain active, 2 (29%) were cleared by court action and 1 (14%) was
cleared by other means. Two of the stolen motor vehicles were motorcycles.
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POLICE ACTIVITY
 Arrests – During 2016, there were 448 arrests, down 29.4% from the 635 arrests made in
2015. 13 of the arrestees were juveniles. There were also 9 people taken into protective
custody and 2 sex offenders were registered. Please refer to the Race and Gender Report &
the Racial Disparities report for more information on 2016 arrests.
 Field Interviews – Commencing with the beginning of 2015, the Department began to
breakdown what we had previously classified as Field Interviews into two subsets: Field
Contacts & Field Interrogations. Field Contacts cover those individuals who the police
encounter during the normal course of conducting routine police services that we need to
identify. Field Interrogations are individuals stopped by the police whom the police or
citizens believe to be acting suspiciously and rise to the level of suspicion that they have, are
or are about to commit a criminal offense. In 2016, there were a total of 47 field
interrogations conducted. Please refer to the Race and Gender Report & the Racial
Disparities report for more information on 2016 field interviews.
 Moving Violations – In 2016, there were 16,298 moving violations issued, down 16.3% from
2015 when there were 19,481 moving violations issued. In 2016, there were no noninventory motor vehicle searches conducted.
 Parking Tickets – During 2016, there were 133,127 parking violations issued for a total of
$4,277,627 in fines and penalties. This number is up 1.3% from the 131,470 parking
violations issued during 2015.
 Calls for Service – During 2016, there were 69,215 police calls entered into the CAD system.
This number includes activities such as service calls, 911 responses, self-initiated police
activity, traffic enforcement and posts, prisoner processes, services of papers/warrants,
admin/report writing, town building checks and community policing activities and excludes
activities such as out of services and reporting on/off duty. For 2016, calls for service are
down 26% from the 93,553 calls in 2015.
 Citizen Complaints – In 2016, there were 8 citizens who filed complaints against 8 Brookline
Police Officers, one civilian parking control supervisor and the BPD for
discourtesy/rudeness, improper procedure, and neglect of duty, down from the 14
complaints received in 2015. Two of the eight complaints were sustained, one was
mediated, one was filed, two were withdrawn and two were unfounded.
 Use of Force – During 2016, there were 18 use of force incidents. Use of force incidents are
down 48% from the 35 that occurred in 2015. The types of force used in 2016 against
humans included (with two types of force being applied in one case): Firearm
(drawn/pointed) – 2, Baton (strike) – 1, and Physical (hands/grab/wrestle) – 16. 11 of these
use of force situations were during the process of placing a noncompliant individual under
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arrest, 3 involved individuals with mental health conditions that required assistance being
involuntarily transported for an evaluation, 1 was during the response to an armed (knife)
assault, 1 was during the apprehension of an armed bank robbery suspect, 1 was of an
intoxicated person who became combative while being taken into protective custody and 1
were individuals being non-compliant during the booking process.
The Department defines use of force as any force beyond compliant handcuffing. This
includes numerous situations where a show of force is made by officers but no physical
force or contact applied. Additionally, this includes uses of force in non-criminal situations,
such as assisting emotionally disturbed persons to safety. Reporting use of force incidents is
required of officers and incident reports cannot be approved without an officer filling in
mandatory field in the report writing system which indicates if force was used. Additionally,
supervisors are required to submit a report detailing whether or not officers followed
proper policy and procedure while applying force. These reports were completed in all
2015 use of force incidents and officers were found to have been in compliance.
 Motor Vehicle Pursuits – In 2016, there were NO motor vehicle pursuits, down from the 8
conducted in 2015.

 Clearances – Of the 686 Part A crimes reported in 2016, there were 146 cases cleared by
arrest, 93 cleared by court action, 37 cleared exceptionally, 20 closed by completed service,
3 cleared by referral and 2 were closed by other means, resulting in a 44% clearance of
crimes for the year. Specifically, 67% of rapes, 75% of robberies, 95% of assaults, 48% of
burglaries, 27% of larcenies and 73% of motor vehicle thefts were all cleared by arrest,
court action, cleared exceptionally, completed service, referral, closed or are in-active.
**Please note that many of the 686 active cases are still under investigation and may be
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BROOKLINE POLICE DEPARTMENT

RACIAL/GENDER
BREAKDOWN OF
POLICE/COMMUNITY
INTERACTIONS
2016 YEAR END REPORT
DANIEL C. O’LEARY
CHIEF OF POLICE
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Arrests

In 2016, there have been 448 arrests, down 29.4% from the 635 made during the same period
of 2015. In 2016, 35.5% of the people arrested were white, 33.7% were black, 21.2% were
Hispanic, 5% were Asian/Pacific Islander, 2.5% were Middle Eastern/East Indian and 1% was
Native American/Alaskan Native or an unknown race. 83% of the arrestees were male and 17%
were female. 13 of the arrestees were juveniles.
2016 Year End Arrests: 448
Race
Gender
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian/Pacific
Islander
Middle Eastern /
East Indian
Native American/
Alaskan Native
Unknown
Total:
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159
151
95
23

Male
Female

373
75

Total:

448

11
5
4
448
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Of all those arrested in 2016, 101 (22%) of
them were residents of Brookline. A total of
347 (77%) of arrestees lived outside
Brookline.
The largest number of arrestees outside of
Brookline were from Boston with 190 (42% of
all arrests). The chart below is a breakdown
for non-resident arrestee locations which
have had at least 9 or more arrests in 2016.
In 2016, the BPD also placed 9 people into protective custody (for being under the influence of
alcohol). 88.8% of these PCs were white, none were black, 12.2% were Asian/Pacific Islander,
none were Hispanic/Latino and none were Middle Eastern/East Indian and or Native American/
Alaskan Native. 100% of the PCs were male.
Additionally, there have been 2 sex offenders registered in our system this year. Both of them
have been white males.
By comparison in 2015, there were 636 arrests, down 15.9% from the 756 made in 2014. 40.8%
of the people arrested were white, 32.4% were black, 20.5% were Hispanic, 4.1% were
Asian/Pacific Islander, 2.2% were Middle Eastern/East Indian and none were Native
American/Alaskan Native. 80% of the arrestees were male and 20% were female. 19 of the
arrestees were juveniles.
The following two graphs compare the percent breakdown by race and gender of persons
arrested over a three year period.
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Field Interrogations
Commencing with the beginning of 2015, the Department began to breakdown what we had
previously classified as Field Interviews into two subsets: Field Contacts & Field Interrogations.
Field Contacts cover those individuals who the police encounter during the normal course of
conducting routine police services that we need to identify. Field Interrogations are individuals
stopped by the police whom the police or citizens believe to be acting suspiciously and rise to
the level of suspicion that they have, are or are about to commit a criminal offense.
In 2016, there were a total of 47 field interrogations conducted. Of these people who
stopped and questioned for suspicious activity, 34% were white, 36% were black, 26%
Hispanic, 2% were Asian/Pacific Islander, 2% were Middle Eastern/East Indian and none
Native American/Alaskan Native. 91% of the people FId were male, 9% were female.
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following two graphs compare the percent breakdown by race and gender of persons field
interviewed in 2016.

Year End 2016 FIs: 47
Race
Gender
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian/Pacific
Islander
Middle Eastern
/East Indian
Native American/
Alaskan Native
Unreported
Total:

16
17
12
1

Male
Female

43
4

Total:

47

1
0
0
47

The following two graphs compare the percent breakdown by race and gender of persons FId
for the past 2 years when the definition of FIs changed.
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Moving Violations
In 2016, there were 16,298 moving violations issued, down 16.3% from the 19,481 issued in
2015. Of the motorists issued citations in 2016, 60.5% were white, 18% were black, 7.5% were
Asian/Pacific Islander, 8.5% were Hispanic, 4% were Middle Eastern/East Indian and none were
Native American/Alaskan Native. 1% were not classified by a race category. Of these citations,
60% were issued to male motorists and 39% were issued to female motorists. In 2016, there
were no non-inventory motor vehicle searches conducted.
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2016 Year End Moving Violations: 16,298
Race
Sex
White
Black
Asian/Pacific
Islander
Hispanic
Middle Eastern/
East Indian
Native American/
Alaskan Native
Unreported
Total:

9,856
2,979
1,221

Male
Female
Unknown

9,812
6,391
95

1,379
687
0
176
16,298

Total:

16,298

By comparison in 2015, there were 19,481 moving violations issued. Of the motorists issued
citations, 63.4% were white, 16.7% were black, 8% were Asian/Pacific Islander, 7.2% were
Hispanic, 4% were Middle Eastern/East Indian and none were Native American/Alaskan Native
and 1% was not classified by a race category. Of these citations, 61% were issued to male
motorists and 39% were issued to female motorists. During the year, there were 2 noninventory motor vehicle searches conducted.
The following two graphs compare the percent breakdown by race and gender of persons
issued a moving violation over a three year period.
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Citizen Complaints
During 2016, 8 citizen complaints were filed with the BPD’s Office of Professional Responsibility
for alleged misconduct that resulted in 11 violations investigated against a total of eight
members of the Department and one complaint was lodged at the Brookline Police
Department.
Of the 8 complaints in 2016, six were against Brookline Police Officers, one was against a
civilian parking control supervisor and one was against the Brookline Police Department. The
complaints were for discourtesy/rudeness (5), improper procedure (4) and neglect of duty (2).
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Two of the seven internal affairs complaints were sustained, five were unfounded, one was
mediated, one was filed and two were withdrawn.
Of the 8 complaints there are 9 complainants, four were white females, two were white males,
two were Middle Eastern females and one was a Middle Eastern male. Four complaints were
against white male patrol officers, one against an Asian male patrol officer and one against a
white female civilian parking control officer.
The relationship between complainant/officer, nature of the complaint and the finding is
below:
Employee
White Female Civilian
Traffic Control
1 Supervisor
2 White Male Officer
3 Asian Male Officer
4 White Male Officer
5 White Male Officer

White Male Officer
6 Asian Male Officer
7 BPD
8 White Male Officer

Complainant

Complaint

Finding

White Female
Middle Eastern/East Indian
Male

Improper Procedure

Sustained

Improper Procedure
Rudeness &
Discourtesy
Improper Procedure
Discourtesy/Rudeness

Unfounded

White Female
White Male
White Female
Middle Eastern/East Indian
Female
Middle Eastern/East Indian
Male
White Male/White Female
White Male
White Female

Neglect of Duty (2)
Discourtesy/Rudeness
(2)
Improper Procedure
Discourtesy/Rudeness

Mediated
Sustained
Withdrawn

Unfounded
Withdrawn
Filed

As in years past, the Department continues to utilize the Early Intervention Program (EIP), when
appropriate, with employees who receive citizen complaints. The EIP provides for increased
supervision and training.
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BROOKLINE POLICE DEPARTMENT

2016 YEAR END

RACIAL DISPARITIES
REPORT

DANIEL C. O’LEARY
CHIEF OF POLICE
ARREST DATA AND RACE
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Across the country, there has been growing tension between the minority community and law
enforcement. These tensions stem from complex situations. However, the long history that
precipitates these incidents and what they symbolize to both the minority community and our
law enforcement officers cannot be understated or ignored. The Brookline Police Department
has a strong history of being proactive in addressing issues around racial profiling, biased
policing and civil rights and welcomes an opportunity to address concerns in the community on
the state of police activities as they relate to race in Brookline.
The Brookline Police Department is widely considered a national leader in addressing the
occurrence, and perception of, biased policing, earning in 2007 a Civil Rights Award from the
International Association of Chiefs of Police for its work in this area, as well as being one of a
select number of Departments nationally to receive the BJA Racial Profiling Prevention
Strategies Grant.
Over the last 18 years, the Brookline Police Department has developed, implemented, and
institutionalized a multifaceted racial profiling prevention strategy. This comprehensive
approach addresses the areas of policy review and development, hiring and recruitment,
training, addressing citizen complaints, data collection, and community outreach. This effort
incorporated proactive data collection, the use of an early intervention system to track officer
performance, and improvements in hiring and recruitment processes. Through these
coordinated efforts, today’s Brookline Police Department has taken a proactive rather than
reactive approach to racial profiling. In addition, it is now more reflective of the community it
serves and is better prepared to respond to the broad ranging cultural and language diversity
that exists in the community. In fact, out of the 130 officers and recruits in our Department,
32% represent minority groups – women (17, or 13%), black (8, or 6%), Hispanic/Latino (8, or
6%) and Asian (9, or 7%).
Since 1997, long before many law enforcement agencies would acknowledge the existence of
racial profiling, the Brookline Police Department has been collecting data on specific
interactions between officers and the minority community in four critical areas – arrests,
moving violations, field interviews and citizen complaints. Early on, the Department put
systems in place to quickly identify and swiftly respond with a zero tolerance to biased policing.
Today, the Department continues to conduct careful and thoughtful analysis of the work being
done by our officers to ensure citizens receive superior, fair and unbiased police services.
A November 2014 USA Today article discussed racial disparities in arrest rates throughout the
United States. This article compared arrest data, as reported by police departments to the FBI,
in communities to the census population within the community. The major flaw in this
comparison as it relates to Brookline is that it ignores the fact that the vast majority of arrests
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in Brookline are of nonresidents. The fact that Brookline is almost entirely contained within the
City of Boston, which has a significantly higher diversity, directly affects the population that our
officers interact with – as motorists, as victims, as suspects and as people seeking assistance in
the ~75K calls for service we respond to annually.
When looking at crime in Brookline, it is important to note that Brookline is currently
experiencing a historic low amount of crimes. 2016 was a historic low for crimes in recent
history. In 2016, there were a total of 686 crimes. Compared to 2015, where 926 crimes
occurred, crime is down 26%. When compared to 1994 years ago, where there were 2,249
crimes, crime is down 69%. Below is a graph detailing the total Part A Crimes that have
occurred in the past 20 years.

The following table shows the census data for Brookline and its neighboring communities of
Boston, Cambridge and Newton.
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2010 US Census Data:
White
Black
American
Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian
Hispanic or Latino

Brookline
76.7%
3.4%

NU Brookline
Windshield Study**
74.3%
11.3%

Boston
53.9%
24.4%

0.1%
15.6%
5%

n/a
7.3%
n/a

0.4%
8.9%
17.5%

Cambridge Newton
66.6%
82.3%
11.7%
2.5%
0.2%
15.1%
7.6%

0.1%
11.5%
4.1%

** The windshield study was conducted in 2008 and was part of Northeastern University’s
“Massachusetts Traffic Stop Benchmark Pilot Analysis” to determine driving population.

Below is graph visualizing the demographic comparison between Brookline and Boston. As you
can see, Boston has a significantly higher Black and Hispanic/Latino population than Brookline.
Meanwhile, Brookline has a higher White and Asian population compared to Boston.

2012
Arrests:
White
Black
Latino
Asian
Middle
Eastern
Total:

Resident
95 10.5%
28 3.1%
17 1.9%
7 0.8%
9

1.0%

156 17.2%

NonTotal
2013
Resident
Totals
%
Arrests:
Resident
293 32.2%
388 43% White
81 9.2%
260 28.6%
288 32% Black
30 3.4%
142 15.6%
159 17% Latino
19 2.2%
28
3.1%
35
4% Asian
9 1.0%
Middle
30
3.3%
39
4%
7 0.8%
Eastern
753 82.8%
909 100% Total: 146 16.6%
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NonTotal
Resident
Totals
%
263 30.0%
344 39%
276 31.5%
306 35%
142 16.2%
161 18%
21 2.4%
30
3%
29

3.3%

731 83.4%

36

4%

877 100%
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2014
Arrests:
White
Black
Latino
Asian
Middle
Eastern
Total:
2016
Arrests:
White
Black
Latino
Asian
Middle
Eastern
Other
Total:

Resident
70 9.3%
27 3.6%
11 1.5%
12 1.6%

NonResident
Total
241 31.9% 311
214 28.3% 241
115 15.2% 126
25
3.3%
37

3

0.4%

38

5.0%

123

16.3%

633

83.7%

Resident
50 11.1%
15
3.3%
14
3.1%
11
2.4%
5
6
101

1.1%

NonResident
109 24.3%
136 30.4%
81 18.1%
12
2.7%

41
756

Total
2015
%
Arrests:
Resident
41% White
68 10.4%
32% Black
16 2.4%
17% Latino
16 2.4%
5% Asian
10 1.5%
Middle
5%
3
.5%
Eastern
100%
Total: 113 17.3%

Total
159
151
95
23

Total
%
35.5%
33.7%
21.2%
5%

6

1.3%

11

2.5%

1.3%
3
22.5% 347

.6%
77.5%

9
448

2%
100%

NonTotal
Resident
Total
%
209 31.9% 277 42.3%
192 29.4% 208 31.8%
119 18.2% 135 20.6%
13 2.0%
23 3.5%
8

1.2%

541 82.7%

11
654

100%

Arrests per 1K black resident population
# of Black
Black
residents Residents
Year
Arrested
Pop
Rate
2012
28
1997
1000 14.02
2013
30
1997
1000 15.02
2014
26
1997
1000 13.52
2015
16
1997
1000 8.01
2016
15
1997
1000 7.51

In 2016, there were a total of 448 arrests, 22.6% of which were Brookline residents. In 2015,
the Brookline Police Department arrested 654 people, of which only 17% were Brookline
residents. In 2014, the BPD made 756 arrests of which only 16% were Brookline residents.
While in 2012 and 2013, respectively, the BPD made 909 and 877 arrests, of which only 17% in
both years were Brookline residents. Compared to 2012, arrests are down 50.7% with the
largest decrease in arrests happening between 2015 and 2016 with a decrease of 31.5%.
Additionally, the number of arrestees by race for these years and the percentage of which were
Brookline residents can be seen in the tables. As you can see, the percentage of arrests for
black residents ranges between 2.4%-3.6% of the total number of arrests.
Field Interview Breakdown
Commencing with the beginning of 2015, the Department began to breakdown what we had
previously classified as Field Interviews into two subsets: Field Contacts & Field Interrogations.
Field Contacts cover those individuals who the police encounter during the normal course of
conducting routine police services that we need to identify. Field Interrogations are individuals
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stopped by the police whom the police or citizens believe to be acting suspiciously and rise to
the level of suspicion that they have, are or are about to commit a criminal offense.
Ever since the revision in Field Interrogation criteria, there have been a total of 126 Field
Interrogations (Jan 2015 to December 31st 2016). Forty-Seven (37.3%) of those interrogations
have occurred in 2016, while 79 (62.7%) of them occurred in 2015. In the 47 field interrogations
that have occurred in 2016, only 6 (12.7%) of them were of Brookline residents and of those 6,
only 1 was a non-white resident. There have been no field interrogations of black Brookline
residents in 2016. Comparatively in 2015, 27 (34.2%) of the Field Interrogations were of
Brookline residents and 15 of them were non-white residents. Of those 15, only 5 of them were
black.
Of the total 126 Field interrogations that were conducted in Brookline over the last two years,
93 (73.8%) were of Non-Brookline residents. Out of those 93 field interrogations, 48 (51%) of
them were of people who lived in Boston.

2015 FIs:
White
Black
Latino
Asian
Middle
Eastern
Other
Total:

2015 FIs:
Male
Female
Total:

Resident
12 15.2%
5 6.3%
4 5.1%
2 2.5%
4

NonResident
20 25.3%
21 26.6%
7
8.9%
1
1.3%

Total
32
26
11
3

5.1%

1

1.3%

5

0
0%
27 34.2%

2
52

2.5%
65.8%

2

Resident
25 31.6%
2
2.5%
27 34.1%

NonResident
48 60.8%
4
5.1%
52 65.8%

79

Total
%
2016 FIs:
40.5% White
32.9%
Black
13.9% Latino
3.8%
Asian
Middle
6.3%
Eastern
2.5%
Other
100%
Total:

Total
Total
%
2016 FIs:
73 92.4%
Male
6
7.6% Female
79
100%
Total:
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Resident
5 10.6%
0
0%
0
0%
1 .02%

NonTotal
Resident
Total
%
11 23.4% 16
34%
17 36.2% 17 36.2%
12 25.5% 12 23.5%
0
1
2.1%

0

0%

1

2.1%

1

2.1%

0
6

0%
12.8%

0
41

0%
87.2%

0
47

0%
100%

Resident
4 8.5%
2 4.3%
6 12.8%

NonTotal
Resident Total
%
39 82.9% 43 91.5%
2
4.3%
4
8.5%
41 87.2% 47
100%
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Detective Division
The Detective Division had a successful year. In the course of our investigations we are finding
that criminals are more sophisticated, cunning and organized making it more difficult for law
enforcement to conduct successful investigations. In particular we are seeing the use of
technology and social media factoring in a significant amount of the crimes being committed
and investigated. We are challenged in the course of investigations to keep up with the
technological advances and use of technology by those committing crimes. As criminal use of
technology increases, it is necessary for investigating officers to acquaint themselves with
technology procedures that promote safety and the preservation of evidence necessary for
successful prosecutions.
In the course of the year, 1,256 cases were assigned to Detectives for follow up. These
assignments include both Part A and Part B crimes, attempts and other situations which may
not have amounted to a crime. Many cases had multiple Detectives assigned to them. The
Town Counsel Liaison Detective was assigned 75 cases which resulted in the recovery of over
$27,000 due the town from damages to town property from motor vehicle crashes.
Training
In addition to annual In- House training provided by the department, all Detectives were
provided the opportunity by the Department to attend outside training sessions. The following
are some of the specialized training sessions attended: Financial Crimes Investigation, Sexual
Predator Investigation, Internet Based Threat Assessment/School Bomb Threats, Human
Trafficking/Sex Trade Investigation, Cyber Crime Workshop and Investigation Procedures,
Organized Retail Crime Investigation, EBT(electronic benefits
transfer) Card Fraud
Investigation, Identity Theft Fraud Training , Crimes Against Persons with Disabilities
Investigations, Suspicious Activity Reporting (Terrorist Activity) Seminar,
Homicide
Response/Dealing with Victim Families, Crisis Intervention, Firearms Licensing/Legal Updates ,
School Safety Summit Seminar
Significant Incidents
Residential Burglaries
From late December of 2015 through March of 2016, the Town incurred a significant increase in
residential breaking and entering’s where jewelry, electronics and other personal items of value
were being stolen.
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Detectives developed suspects based on prior history and their methods of operation. As a
result a single subject was charged in one series of burglaries and a separate group in another
series.
The single suspect is a career criminal with a significant history of committing crimes including
residential breaking and entering’s in Brookline. He has been arrested by the Brookline Police
on eight occasions from 1989-2016. He most recently served state prison time for a May 2010
residential burglary in Brookline. He was identified as a person of interest following the
development of photos of subjects using credit cards stolen from residential burglaries that
occurred in late December 2015.
He was arrested on January 27, 2016 following a report of a residential burglary on Sumner Rd.
He has been indicted for that crime based on his extensive criminal history and remains in
custody. In addition, he has been charged with crimes related to prior burglaries in which his
method of operation (MO) was consistent and cell phone records placed him in the area. The
Department recently got a positive match on DNA blood evidence recovered from another
burglary scene consistent with his method of operation, linking this suspect to two additional
breaks.
In early February to Mid-March of 2016, a second wave of residential burglaries was ongoing in
the town. Suspects were developed as persons of interest following a call from a resident
reporting suspicious activity around their home. A follow up investigation from detectives’
uncovered a video of the suspicious individuals and a motor vehicle from a neighbor’s security
system. Additional video from a local business was obtained which depicted the registration
plate on the vehicle. From research on a parking ticket and pawn store records a suspect was
developed in the series of burglaries. The suspect had used an alias, a bogus residential address
and forged identification while registering the vehicle and pawning stolen items.
The suspect had an extensive criminal history and outstanding arrest warrants for burglary from
another agency.
On March 14, 2016, Patrol Officer Danforth observed three subjects acting suspiciously in a
neighborhood where recent burglaries had occurred. Following a traffic stop, he recognized the
back seat passenger as the suspect in recent burglaries. Investigation resulted in the arrest of
three subjects for possession of burglarious tools and conspiracy to commit burglary. A total of
15 residential burglaries in Town were connected to the group in which they were charged or
the crime cleared to them.
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Commercial Burglary
In December of 2016, a business on around Beacon St & Coolidge Corner was burglarized.
Significant amounts of speakers, headphones, and computers were targeted and stolen. Store
video captured images of the suspect smashing the glass front door and stealing items. Town
CIMS cameras captured images of the suspect and suspects’ distinctive vehicle circling the area
apparently casing the store just before the burglary, in front of the store during and leaving the
scene after the burglary. CIMS camera also captured image of another vehicle that appeared to
be acting in conjunction as a lookout. Other Cities and Towns had recently incurred similar
crimes including the method of entry and items stolen. Detectives conducting follow up
investigation disseminated fliers of the suspect and distinctive suspect vehicle through the
Boston Regional Intelligence Center (BRIC) and local media outlets. Research on the vehicle
revealed a possible match through recent contacts with area police agencies. Information came
in identifying the suspect which matched up with the vehicle. A warrant was obtained and the
subject was arrested a few days following the burglary. Search warrants on his residence and
vehicle discovered items connected to the Brookline burglary and other communities.
Shooting / Stabbing
In January 2016, Detectives headed an investigation into a subject who had been shot in his
apartment on St. Paul Street and two other subjects who approached an ambulance on Harvard
Street requesting assistance. Those two subjects had exited a car in seek of medical assistance.
One had been stabbed and the other stabbed and shot. The vehicle they exited fled the scene.
It was captured on video on the Town CIMS system, a private business and the City of Boston
traffic monitoring cameras. It was recovered later abandoned in Boston. The video systems
images conclusively assisted Detectives in tracking down the vehicle.
Initial responding officers were credited with saving the St. Paul Street apartment tenants life
by applying a tourniquet to his leg which controlled his bleeding flow. The two subjects who
presented themselves to the ambulance were taken to the hospital with life threatening
injuries.
Crime scenes were set up at both locations. It was later determined all had incurred their
injuries at the St. Paul Street apartment following an attempted armed robbery (by firearm) of
the tenant there for illegal drugs (marijuana) and cash he was storing within his apartment.
An extensive investigation followed which involved the securing of search warrants for the St.
Paul Street apartment, telephones, abandoned vehicle, and firearm residue (suspects hands).
The two subjects taken to the hospital from Harvard Street were arrested charged with armed
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assault with intent to murder, home invasion and possession of a firearm without being
properly licensed. They have been indicted on these charges.
Marijuana Distribution Arrest
In May 2016, a Patrol Officer stopped an individual on Beacon St to conduct a field inquiry after
observing what he believed to possibly be the theft of a package from a building. The town has
incurred an increase in package thefts. The individual lied to the officer about his true identity
which further raised suspicion and the package was not in his name. He did reside in the
building. The individual acknowledged having a small amount of marijuana on his person for
personal use. Detectives assisted further with the inquiry. A drug detection Canine was brought
to the scene and signaled a positive hit on the package indicating it contained drug contraband.
Search warrants were obtained for the package and the individuals’ apartment with the belief
the individual was engaged in illegal drug activity. The searches resulted in the seizure of over
four pounds of marijuana and $43,334 U.S. currency. The individual was arrested for
distribution of marijuana within a school zone.
Multiple stabbing incident
In June 2016 multiple units responded to a High Street housing development on reports of a
large fight occurring. Arriving officers quickly determined one juvenile had been stabbed. A
second adult stab victim presented himself at a Boston hospital. It was later learned there was a
third stab victim.
Investigators determined two rival groups were involved in the altercation the result of an
ongoing feud. An individual from one of the groups left after being called derogatory names by
the other group and returned with two car loads of his friends to engage the other group. Most
all of the involved parties did not reside in the development and were visiting friends. Some
had resided there previously. The juvenile stab victim does reside in Brookline at another
location.
Through investigation and the viewing of extensive video footage from the housing
development, private businesses and a town CIMS system one suspect was positively identified.
An arrest warrant was issued and the subject was arrested for assault with intent to murder. He
was indicted on multiple felony charges.

Human Trafficking
Two separate investigations were initiated by Detectives which resulted in the arrest of those
individuals for deriving support from prostitution and human trafficking.
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In June 2016, an investigation was initiated following multiple calls to a Park St multi-unit
residential building for disturbance calls. A lengthy coordinated investigative effort from Patrol,
Walk and Talk officers and Detectives determined one of the apartments in the building was
being used for prostitution services by non-residents. A resident was letting them use his unit.
The investigation also revealed that the female prostitute was the victim of human trafficking
by her boyfriend who had an extensive criminal history including deriving support from
prostitution. The female prostitute expressed the control her boyfriend had over her and
concern for her safety. In August, the boyfriend was arrested on charges of Domestic Assault
and Battery, Human Trafficking and Deriving Support from a Prostitute. He has since pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to State Prison. The resident of the apartment unit was also charged
for permitting his residence to be used for prostitution. The female was not charged and was
provided support services.
In August 2016, Detectives received information from Boston Police Detectives & the Human
Trafficking Unit that a high-end Dwight Street residence was possibly being used as a house of
prostitution & human trafficking location. Following an extensive investigation and surveillance
in late September 2016, a search warrant was obtained for the residence. Four females and one
male were located in the residence. The females indicated they were not residents but showed
Detectives the separate bedrooms they were staying in. Within the bedrooms items were
located which indicated they were engaging in sexual conduct for a fee. The male subject was
arrested for deriving support from prostitution and permitting prostitution on the premises.
The females were summonsed to court.
Bank Robberies
In November 2016, two subjects indicated they had a firearm and robbed a bank on Boylston
St. Bank video, Town CIMS cameras and video from another business captured images of the
suspects in the bank, their vehicle approaching and leaving the scene and their approach on
foot to and from the bank. Images of the suspects were distributed by investigating Detectives
through the Boston Regional Intelligence Center (B.P.D – BRIC) which resulted in numerous
persons identifying one subject including a correctional officer later on the same day of the
robbery. Detectives also worked with the FBI Joint Bank Robbery Task Force which consists of
local, state and federal officers on the case. The involved suspects were believed to be involved
in a series of bank robberies. Eight days after the Brookline robbery Detectives tracked the
suspects to Brockton where they were arrested and evidence linking them to the Brookline
robbery was recovered. In addition the subjects have been charged with bank robberies in
numerous cities and towns. Both have extensive criminal records and prior incarcerations.
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In December 2016, a Beacon Street bank was robbed by a male subject wearing a wig and
sunglasses (snowy day). Shortly afterward the escape vehicle was stopped by Patrol and
Detective units at the Town border. A female was operating claiming to be alone but a male
was found hiding in the back seat area. The male was identified by a teller brought to the scene.
The stolen money was discovered in the trunk with other evidence linking to the robbery.
Detectives later canvassed the area of the bank and found a pair of sunglasses and a wig
believed discarded by the male as he fled. In addition to this robbery the FBI Joint Robbery Task
Force is investigating the female in other robberies.
HVAC/Larceny Scam
In November & December of 2016, multiple businesses in Boston were victimized by a subject
posing as an HVAC repairman who gained entry during business hours using the ruse he was
sent to inspect the heating/cooling system. The subject then stole personal property left
unattended by employees in back rooms. The incidents were highly publicized on television
media outlets and fliers were distributed. The suspect was tentatively identified. In December,
multiple Brookline businesses in the Coolidge Corner area were victimized in a similar ruse.
Video evidence was secured again identifying the same suspect. Brookline officers canvassed
businesses alerting employees on the scam. The same evening a business called reporting
suspicious activity by a subject which resulted in the arrest of the individual suspected in the
series of larcenies in Brookline and surrounding communities. The subject had 11 outstanding
warrants when arrested and an extensive criminal history of similar crimes. He was responsible
for seven incidents in Brookline alone.
Domestic Violence / Juvenile Unit
The Domestic Violence Unit was involved in the investigation of 115 cases in 2016. These
included follow up investigations on arrests, restraining order violations and allegations of
domestic abuse, family offenses, restraining order violations, and juvenile investigations. In
addition to the follow ups, they provided resource referrals in a number of incidents. The unit
also worked in coordination with the Brookline schools on multiple incidents involving students
and juvenile issues. The unit consists of a Sergeant Detective, Detective and Civilian Victim
Advocate.
96 restraining orders were issued by the Brookline District court in the first six months of 2016.
Deputy Superintendent Stephen Burke
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Community Service Division
Walk and Talk
In 2016, Walk and Talk was moved back into the Community Service Division. The three officers
were sent to the MPTC instructor development program. The Walk and Talk officers in
partnership with other local departments took part in the Youth Police Initiative. This program
helps build positive ties between Police and Youth. In addition to attending other department
programs, they hosted a program here in Brookline for several BHS students from Brookline
Housing Developments.
Walk & Talk also implemented the first female YPI (Youth Police Initiative) in the area. Twelve
girls were recruited to participate in the female YPI program. Three weeks later after having
fulfilled all of the requirements necessary, 8 graduated.
The officers also took part in several community service programs. One program that was
started was working with the Brookline District Court and identifying people who are involved
in the courts and needed community service hours. The officer assigned to this program gives
these individuals the opportunities for community service by doing community projects, such as
cleaning graffiti. Another project they took a more active role in is supporting the Brookline
Food Pantry. This involves helping with the weekly food delivery and help with special events.
In order to continually build positive relationships within the Community, Walk and Talk started
a three on three basketball series at the Teen Center. This involved officers playing against the
local teens. Walk and Talk officers also partnered with Brookline Fire Department and the
Special Olympics in order to put together different First Responder/Special Olympics events,
such as football & baseball games as well as a basketball tournament. This event is schedule to
take place again this year.
Additionally, officers took it upon themselves and solicited donations from the community to
purchase bike safety helmets for children in Brookline Housing.
Community Service Officers
Throughout the year, community service officers addressed 51 abandoned bicycle complaints.
This involves bicycles that are locked to items and appear to be abandoned. The officers ticket
the bike and if it is in violation of the Town By-law, the bicycle will be removed.
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Officers also presented at several schools and conducted safety drills per policy. Every school
went through a series of notifications and evacuations.
During the annual college move-in days from August 31st to September 1st, officers patrolled
various communities and distributed copies of our noise by-law initiative. This forward thinking
strategy has been a substantial part of our education and enforcement success. Students and
parents get to meet officers and are informed about our aggressive enforcement to keep
partying down and address other quality of life concerns. Additionally, this interaction also
serves as a time to assist and assure parents of the services we have to offer as a town.
One CSD officer has had a tremendous impact on the high school community through his
teaching, coaching, and RAD classes. This officer coaches each of the 3 seasons at BHS in
different sports.
This year, the Community Service Division held our annual Brookline Public Safety Day with
Brookline Youth Hockey, the Brookline Fire Department and Fallon Ambulance. This is a day
where police & fire personnel get to work with youth hockey players while still in uniform.
Additionally, the Community Service Division and its officers oversaw multiple events
throughout the year. These events include but were not limited to the 2 nd annual Hockey
Tournament, the Inaugural Porchfest Music Festival and the Coolidge Corner Arts Festival.
Similarly, we also assisted with the 2nd annual Town of Brookline street hockey tournament by
overseeing activities during the June event. During Porchfest and the Arts Festival, thousands of
people visited Brookline to listen to music and attend the different locales and events occurring
that day.
Data and Statistics
The following data is for 2016 and is tracked by the division.
 The department addressed 14 Snow Complaints and issued 3 By-law tickets
 The department issued 24 violations for violation of the Noise By-law
 The department investigated 88 calls related to leaf blowers and issued 2 By-law tickets
Social Media
The Community Service Division oversees social media for the Brookline Police Department.
This year, a Social Media Committee was formed with representatives from different divisions.
The committee met numerous times throughout the year. The Department has a website,
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Twitter and Facebook accounts and a YouTube channel. Instagram was added to our platform in
2016 and we currently have 113 posts and 609 followers.
The Community Service Division has posted two videos to YouTube. One of the videos is a six
minute outreach/recruitment video which a local production company collaborated in the
making of. This video has been shared on social media. The Department’s website had about
72,000 visitors in 2016. Currently, the Brookline Police Department Twitter account has 8,800
followers and has made 581 tweets. We have also made 192 posts on our Facebook page.
AWARE Program
Beginning in the school calendar year for 2016-2017, Aware Officers began teaching a new
curriculum in all 8 of the Brookline elementary schools. Each elementary school class has 3
different set curriculums under the AWARE program. Depending upon the number of classes
per grade (Some schools have 4 classes of 25 students) the AWARE officers can be at the school
up to a dozen times for each grade. The AWARE program involves lessons on Citizenship,
Healthy Relationships, Substance Abuse, Cyber-Safety Bullying and Student Empowerment.
These various programs are offered as a set curriculum that begins in 6 th grade in Science class
and ends in 8th grade in Health class. AWARE Officers taught 286 classes during the 2015-16
school year.
AWARE classes are usually taught by two police officers from the Community Policing Division.
Last year, due to a vacancy in the Division there was only one officer teaching the AWARE
curriculum. In September 2016, that open vacancy was filled and now the AWARE program is
taught by two community policing officers. These officers have expanded their role into a more
formal school resource officer, making them available to address concerns involving the
students in the school setting and outside of school.
The following are the topics that are taught for each grade.
 Sixth Grade:
o Building a safe community
o Bullying/Being the Bystander (Cyber Safety)
o Substance Abuse/Addiction
 Seventh Grade:
o Cyber-Citizenship or being a positive, respectful member of the cyber world
o Healthy Relationships
o Substance Abuse or “Living the line” – empowering students to take
responsibility for their actions
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Eighth Grade
o Healthy Relationships with assistance from Brookline High School Peer Leaders
o Cyber & Media Safety
o Substance Abuse with assistance from Brookline High School Peer Leaders

Training
All Community Service Division staff became certified by the MPTC in their instructor
development program in order to start teaching MPTC courses. These classes prepared all staff
to teach others in our own setting the various topics of training.
In 2016, we made strong curriculum changes. There were many classes focused on reducing use
of force. Defensive tactics and fire arms training dealt with scenarios on how to de-escalate a
situation. Several officers also attended national training sessions working on a new national
model on use of force decision making skills.
The Department used simulation ammunitions in various trainings throughout the year for
active shooter scenarios and motor vehicle stops. These real life scenarios place officers under
stress and require fast decision making, allowing them to prepare in case an event occurs in real
life. Based on an incident in Dallas, officers were also put through an ambush style scenario. For
this situation, we worked alongside the Boston University and Fallon ambulance.
The motor vehicle stops training also incorporated the procedural justice training. Officers now
engage the motorist and explain why they are being stopped. This was introduced a few years
back and was reinforced this year with the training.
A highlight in the year was training in procedural justice. The topics covered were police
legitimacy, and fair and impartial policing. This focused on teaching officers to understand the
role officers play in society and what the public expects from us. Understanding what each of us
brings to the scene based upon our own implicit bias. Newly promoted supervisors were given a
separate training to understand how to monitor officers for signs of outward bias.
Additionally, the whole department took a class taught by the Town Human Resources director
Sandra DeBow and outside consultant Dr. Gerald Cox about bantering in order to understand
cultural differences of officers. It was explained that some officers may talk or joke in a manner
that others may find offensive.
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The Department was able to complete many of its required training such as legal updates and
first aid by taking part in on-line classes.
In addition to the topics required by the MPTC, the Department continued to train officers in
Critical Incident Training, this focused on training officers to recognize and deal with people in
crisis. The national goal is to train up towards 25% of the department and we have far exceeded
that goal.
Crime Analysis Unit
In 2016, the Crime Analysis Unit continued to identify and analyze emerging crime patterns and
trends in Brookline, as well as, identify and analyze quality of life and traffic crash concerns.
The Unit, staffed by a sworn officer and a part-time civilian, produces weekly COMPSTAT
reports which cover recent crimes, developing crime/quality of life problems, notable case
overviews, traffic crash analysis and information on repeat interactions and/or interactions
with those at risk. Additionally, the Crime Analysis Unit produces regular crime bulletins and
special analytical reports on topics such as bike thefts, package thefts, car breaks, residential
burglaries, bike crash analysis, racial diversity training, crimes/calls in Brookline Housing, on
college campuses and in specific neighborhoods, and mid-year and year-end statistical reports.
In 2016, the Crime Analysis Unit produced 53 COMPSTAT reports, 106 At-Risk profiles and 43
crime bulletins. The crime analyst also presented dozens of times to local organizations on
crime, safety, and emergency preparedness. The crime analyst co-coordinates the Town’s
Community Emergency Response Team which has over 200 community members who are
trained and prepared to assist emergency personnel during local crises. The crime analyst sits
on the Emergency Management Team and assists in the advancement of emergency
preparedness efforts Town wide.
The Crime Analyst supports the CSD on multiple levels, including regularly conducting social
media outreach, updating the website and assisting with recruitment efforts to attract more
culturally diverse candidates. The crime analyst also works to promote relationships between
the police and the community with activities such as coordinating a team for the American
Cancer Society’s Pull a Plane event, unloading food from trucks and stocking shelves at the
Brookline Food Pantry on a weekly basis, being a point of contact for local families in need of
clothing, food and housewares, serving on multiple working groups and representing the
Department at the Town level as an Brookline Ambassador.
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This past fall, working with a professional production house, the crime analyst assisted in the
production of a 6 minute outreach video. This past year, the crime analyst was awarded the
2016 Community Service Award by the Brookline Rotary, signifying the first time in the
Brookline Rotary’s history that this award was bestowed upon a police officer.
Deputy Superintendent Michael Gropman
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Traffic Division
The Traffic and Records Division has a variety of responsibilities that include data collection,
money collections, traffic enforcement, Details, public records law processes and overseeing
special events within the town. This report highlights some of the programs from this Division
related to community policing and police/citizen interaction as well as a note on the overall
parking enforcement improvements from this past year and collections from the Detail Office.
Parking Control Enforcement
We continue to implement a deployment system that was put in place in 2015 for our Parking
Control Officers. It is designed to use personnel as efficient as possible. The year-end statistics
indicate another successful year using this system with a significant increase over 2015 in
fines/tickets given, while actual personnel hours had an overall decreased. It should be noted
that the 2015 year end stats were significantly higher than the prior year as well, despite it
being the first year of implementing this system. In 2016, there were 102,054 PCOs’ tickets,
which is up 11% when compared to 2015. In 2015, PCOs’ tickets increased from the prior 2014
year by 18 %.
Neighborhood Traffic Concerns
Complaints received from citizens relating to traffic problems in their neighborhoods are
followed up by the Traffic Division. Studies are conducted to verify the issue and analyze data
collected. This would include technologies that capture traffic data on specific roads. Data from
past parking enforcement and accidents, if pertinent to the complaint, are also analyzed.
Personnel are sent to address any parking or speeding concerns. In addition, a report is
conducted with the above collected data. This data assists traffic personnel in concluding what
actions, if any, would address the concerns. This could include traffic enforcement measures or
road design changes via the Transportation Dept. Examples of such were in the Dean Rd area
after neighbors requested us to look at stop sign violations, speeders and posted ‘No Trucks”
signs. Another was Woodland Rd in preparation for the DPW’s traffic study to be conducted. A
significant time was used in the morning hours at the newly posted signage at Newton and
Grove St, which resulted in over 1,000 tickets written to offenders.
Hot Spot Accident Locations
Locations based upon COMPSTAT information are collected along with data from accident
reports. Crash prone locations are identified in an attempt to address the causation of such
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accidents. In addition to traffic enforcement, officers are sent to observe the locales in
question. After a period of time, they are to send recommendations to address these factors to
a supervisor. The supervisor is to follow up with town departments or external agencies to
make recommendations. An example of this was Horace James Circle which had already had a
‘traffic study’ done, but still had a high amount of accidents. The task was concluded by
attesting that the high number was actually in line with the high volume of traffic the
intersection receives. Other Hot Spot locations included Boylston St and Hammond St and a
couple of other intersections. In addition, this COMPSTAT/accident information is used to
assign Officers to less prevalent accident locations, as well as accident causing behavior, citizen
complaints and locales with new traffic control / design changes.
Traffic Case Management System (TCMS)
This computer system is designed to assist in the communication and data collection sharing
between the Traffic Division personnel. Such entries include the aforementioned Hot Spots
Accident Locations and the Neighborhood Traffic Concerns. In addition, it tracks the recovery
process of delinquent Detail payments and it is also accounts for personnel work load and
performance.
Traffic accident totals for 2016 that were responded to by the Department:



Bike accidents w/motor vehicles: 51
Motor vehicle accidents: 1,239

Special Events
The annual Boston Marathon is an intensive collaboration with many agencies and volunteer
groups. The planning process is approximately five months long. We take lead in this event to
provide a family friendly and safe event. We also assist the Parks and Open Spaces Department
in conducting ‘Brookline Day’ by providing community policing within the event itself, along
with overseeing traffic and security operations. Over a dozen of these types of special events
occur annually and include other notable events such as the Veterans Day ceremonies, July 4th
at Larz Anderson and Summit parks, Walk for Hunger, half marathons and others.
FAIP
We proactively collect traffic related data to account for officers performance in regards to
motor vehicle stops. This involves data analysis of who the Officers are interacting with on
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motor vehicle stops. The data collects information on gender and race. FAIP is a proactive
system that includes accounting for possible deviations from established norms. It further
accounts for supervision on any matter that may need addressing. The Traffic Division collects
the data and highlights statistical deviations. Significant deviations are reviewed through the
appropriate Chain of Command, including an annual review by the Office of Professional
Responsibilities.
Records
The Division is charged with overseeing the Departments records and archives. On a daily basis,
we are the ‘keeper of records’ for the BPD. This past year saw the law on Public Records change
and we have continued to make necessary adjustments to comply with these requirements. We
are also making our website more user-friendly and attempting to add to the transparency of
records that are already made public. Currently, we are assigned to a Moderator’s Committee
on this subject matter and are working to fill any voids that the committee may deem
necessary.
Detail Office
Overall numbers for the Police Detail Office versus 2015 are listed as:
Detail Breakdown
# of Details
# of Hours
Salary
10% surcharge
Total

2015
9,988
75,728
$3,428,770
$311,890
$3,740,660

2016
14,190
86,371
$3,909,570
$339,846
$4,249,416

Increase
42%
14%
14%
8%
13%

Deputy Superintendent Myles Murphy
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Patrol Division
Special Response Team (SRT) Report
Currently, the Brookline Police Special Response Team is made up of 17 Officers from various
divisions under the supervision of Commander Deputy Superintendent Lipson, Executive Officer
Lieutenant Detective Ward, Squad Leaders Sergeant Amendola and Sergeant O’Neill.
In 2016, the SRT team was activated once to provide security during the 120 th Boston
Marathon. The SRT has met all training goals for 2016. These trainings have included range
qualification, less lethal training, scenario based training, and a simulated mock call out.
The team has completed this year’s selection process for new candidates to the team. Six
officers applied to become a part of the team. These six candidates conducted individual board
interviews with LT Ward, SGT’s O’Neill, and Amendola. The six candidates then continued the
selection process with physical training and scenarios to determine the best candidates. The
training tested the candidates mental and physical endurance as well as their ability to lead,
work as a team, and handle stress. The candidates were evaluated by current team members
and supervisors. Officers Gallagher, Walker, and Regan were selected at the end of the
evaluation process to begin a 1-year probationary status with the SRT Team.
This year the team was issued new gas masks. These masks are more conducive to the use of a
rifle due to its modified mounting of the gas filtering canister. The team has also begun
implementing the less than lethal 40mm launcher and all team members are qualified and
certified to implement this tool.
As a result of increased attacks on Law Enforcement, the SRT Officers and Supervisors have
begun securing their assigned rifles in their cruisers during their shift. Officers have been
trained on and understand the requirements for deployment of the rifle.
In the fourth quarter of 2016 the team received training from the National Tactical Officers
Association (NTOA). The training was a customized course built to sustain the strengths and
improve the weaknesses of the Team. This included training on tactics, lessons learned around
the world, use of technology, team building, and integration of crisis negotiators. This training
was of the highest caliber and was well received by all Team members. Going forward the team
hopes to continue to utilize training and trainers from NTOA.
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The Team is currently working on procuring more equipment, vehicles and training through
different UASI grants through the approval of Deputy Superintendent Lipson. The Team has
built a yearly training model for 2017 to ensure continued success.
Deputy Superintendent Andrew Lipson
Lieutenant Thomas Ward
Sergeant Andrew Amendola
Sergeant Russell O’Neill
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Bike Unit
Currently, the Brookline Police Bike Unit is made up of 17 officers from various Divisions under
the direction of Unit Commander Deputy Superintendent Lipson, and supervision of Sergeant
Amendola and Sergeant Sutherland.
Over the past year, the Bike Unit was activated multiple times to provide security and regional
assistance for the Boston’s 4th of July celebration on the esplanade and the 120th Boston
Marathon. The Bike Unit was also activated multiple times to provide security and assistance in
support of the Patrol Division for the In-town Bike Parade and multiple smaller, local and town
events
The Unit has had a few changes during 2016. The team has added four new officers: Officers
Keaveney, O’Connor, Bridges, and Santos. These four members attended and successfully
completed the Boston Police Basic Bike Course in June. Also, ten of the Unit’s members
attended and completed the Crowd Control and Bike Tactical Training hosted by the Boston
Police Department.
The Unit was outfitted with seven new Safari land bicycles over the past year. These bikes were
put together by the unit’s mechanics, Officers Richards and Danforth. The Bike Unit has also
obtained some new equipment: bike bags, lights and sirens, bike fenders, and water bottle
cages for the new bikes. This equipment has been installed and will be paramount for the
future of the Unit’s mission.
In 2016, we have continued to build our relationship with the Commander of the Community
Service Division, Deputy Superintendent Gropman, and have inserted some CSD officers into a
number of our missions. Looking ahead we hope to assist the town by any means necessary to
enhance the safety of bike riders in the Town of Brookline.
Lastly, we continue to make strides to remain mission ready and continue our relationships
with outside agencies to help support any mission if it should come our way.

Sergeant Andrew Amendola
Sergeant Brian Sutherland
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Liquor Report
From January 1st to December 31s, forty-four (44) Administrative Inspections were conducted.
Administrative inspections involve an inspection of the licensed premise to ensure compliance
with State and Local laws. This would include required signage, training, etc. For those licensed
establishments with outside seating, the inspection includes ensuring they meet the
established requirements. During this time period, one hundred thirty six (136) one-day
licenses were issued and sixty one (61) special reports were completed (alteration of premises,
entertainment licenses, manager changes, liquor investigations, new licenses, license transfers
etc.).
Working with the Licensing Review Committee we were able to implement a system that allows
for town by-law tickets to be issued for certain infractions focusing on failed administrative
inspections. The licensee would be issued a warning for the first offense and is subject to a fifty
dollar fine for future violations of the same offence. The purpose of these tickets is to
encourage licensees to be in compliance with the Town’s liquor regulations. From January 1 st
2016 through December 2016, six (6) warnings and four (4) fines were issued for violations
which occurred during administrative inspections.
On July 27, a round of compliance checks (liquor stings) were conducted. Nineteen licensees
were subjected to this round of checks. Below are the licensees that failed:


Hops N Scotch, 1310 Beacon Street

Below is a list of licensees who have had issues with the BPD regarding their liquor license that
extends beyond administrative inspections:





Golden Temple, 1651 Beacon
Baystate Food and Spirits, 1418 Beacon
Mall Discount Liquors, 525 Harvard Street
Gimbel’s Liquors, 1637 Beacon Street
Lieutenant Derek Hayes
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Lodging Report
In 2016, 50 lodging houses and college dormitories in the Town were inspected by the following
Town Agencies; Fire, Health & Building Departments. In addition, the Police Department
conducted independent inspections to insure that all postings, rosters and emergency contacts
are up to date. All of these premises are in compliance with Town by-laws pertaining to
postings, security of information and emergency access.
In addition to the inspections, a check of our CAD system is done annually to assess the usage
of Town resources as it relates to all of the premises. The only questionable location from last
year was at 400 Heath Street, also known as Pine Manor College.
Brookline Public Safety units responded to a total of 152 times (compared to 103 times in 2015)
to 400 Heath Street (Pine Manor College). This is an increase of 50% from 2015. Approximately
60% of the calls were for fire alarm or medical emergencies. We also responded 51 times to
investigate disturbances, trespassers, unwanted guests and other public disorder and criminal
offences. The ratio of criminal response to other types of service calls is similar to last year and
the increased raw number could be due to the College increasing its student population via
business arrangements with other small colleges in the Boston area. Pine Manor also is using a
new security service.
Overall, criminal activity has been similar to last year and I recommend route officers reestablish relationships with the new security service at the school.
We also received 1 complaint on 117 Independence Drive where officers responded to
disturbance calls and found that the property was being used as a house of worship. There have
been no further complaints from this address, after officers cited owners for Town by-law
violations. During the past 6 months we have not had any further calls to this address.
Additionally 53-57 Beals St reopened. There have been no complaints emanating from the
property the past six months.
Lieutenant Robert Simmons
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Patrol Warrant Unit
For the second half of 2016, the Patrol Warrant Unit was comprised of 8 Officers (Daniel Avila,
Noah Brother, Brian Bridges, Kristin Healy, John Jennings, Michelle Lawlor, Michael O’Connor,
and Robert Teahan) and is under the Supervision of Det. Sgt. Matthew McDonnell. The
Officers’ regular tours included 2 on Days (Officer’s Healy & Teahan), 4 on First Halfs (Officer’s
Avila, Jennings, Lawlor, and M. O’Connor), and 2 on Last Halfs (Officer’s Bridges and Brother).
In 2016, the PWU lost one member due to outside obligations. That position has not yet been
replaced to date.
We have continued to have a strong working relationship with the State Auditor’s Office –
Bureau of Special Investigations (to assist in identifying fleeing felons who may be receiving
state public assistance) as well as the US Postal Inspection Service. The above resources have
been of great assistance in furthering investigations for wanted subjects and locating them both
inside and outside of the Town of Brookline.
The Patrol Warrant Unit has strengthened working relationships and continues to work closely
the Boston Police Department Fugitive Unit, the MA State Police Violent Fugitive Apprehension
Section and the US Marshal’s Service by conducting external sweeps and investigations.
Investigations have been conducted with all of the above agencies through the second half of
the year.
The goals set forth at the Mid-Year time frame to add new personnel, conduct more external
sweeps, and be more proactive in researching and initiating investigations through the officers
own initiation have mostly been met with approval by the PWU Supervisor. The slight dip in
overall numbers for the second half of the year can be attributed to manpower shortages
department wide making scheduling some sweeps a little more difficult than in the past.
The total statistics of the Patrol Warrant Unit for the second half of 2016 include the below:
- 31 subjects/individuals targeted or investigated
- 53 separate outstanding warrants cleared either through arrest, turn-in by initiation of
PWU such as calling subjects for minor offenses and requesting the clear their warrant
otherwise we would initiate an arrest, or through investigation such as confirming a
subject is in custody of the County, State, Federal custody possibly being held on other
charges.
- The breakdown of the above 53 warrants is as follows; 24 by way of arrest, 4 turn-in, 4
by investigations.
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-

The outstanding warrants have been comprised of over 12 different issuing
Massachusetts District Courts, 2 Superior Court, and 1 MA Parole warrant

The total statistics of the Patrol Warrant Unit for the full year 2016 include the below in
comparison to 2015:
- 72 subjects/individuals targeted or investigated (2015 – 63 subjects targeted/
investigated) – 14% increase
- 113 separate outstanding warrants cleared either through arrest, turn-in by initiation of
PWU such as calling subjects for minor offenses and requesting the clear their warrant
otherwise we would initiate an arrest, or through investigation such as confirming a
subject is in custody of the County, State, Federal custody possibly being held on other
charges. (2015 – 103 separate outstanding warrants) – 9.7% increase
- The breakdown of the above 113 warrants is as follows; 53 by way of arrest, 8 turn-in,
11 by investigations. (2015 – 49 arrest, 2 turn-in, 12 by investigations)
- The outstanding warrants have been comprised of over 29 different issuing courts
including Massachusetts District Courts, Massachusetts Superior Courts, and the MA
Parole Board. (2015 – 16)
The Patrol Warrant Unit continues to be pro-active in initiating investigations independently
and assisting with information sharing for other investigations including those conducted by the
Detective Division. 2016 has shown a good increase in two way communication across
Divisions, mainly both ways via the channel of Detective Division to Patrol Warrant Unit. A high
goal for 2016 was set to have a 20% increase in warrant clearances compared to the overall
2015 statistics. This goal was almost met, with a 14% increase in individuals targeted and a 9.7%
in outstanding warrants cleared. With the addition of new personnel to replace previous
manning of the Patrol Warrant Unit, I would strive for a 15% increase on the 2016 numbers in
2017. Additional goals would be to continue with the use of technology in investigations,
attending training to further our capabilities and knowledge, select targets strategically,
strengthen working relationships with outside agencies, and add some additional members
who have exhibited pro-active policing and examples of thorough investigative capabilities in
their everyday patrol activities.
Some noteworthy examples of investigations conducted by the Patrol Warrant include: the
arrest of Allison Green on 8/4/16. Green was wanted on 2 outstanding arrest warrants from
Brookline and Dedham for Larceny from a Person and Fraudulent Use of a Credit Card. Green
was believed to be in New Hampshire after being released from custody following her arrest in
Hyde Park by the Patrol Warrant unit on 7/1/16. Through undercover techniques, Green was
lured from New Hampshire to Massachusetts where she was placed under arrest in Methuen
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with the assistance of the MA State Police Fugitive Unit and Methuen PD. An additional
noteworthy investigation in which the PWU assisted the Boston Police Fugitive Unit and the US
Marshal’s with was the locating of Roy Bone, a notable B&E offender who was responsible for
recent B&E’s in Brighton at the end of October and was wanted. Bone was arrested in Atlantic
City, NJ on 11/3/16 and brought back to Boston on 11/22/16. He has since been arraigned and
likely to be indicted and serve significant time which will be an overall deterrent to B&E’s in this
area.
We look forward to continued improvement and exceptional arrests going forward in 2017 that
will support the overall goals of the Brookline Police Department as a whole and continue to
contribute to the reduction of crime in the community. With the overall reduction of Part A
crimes in 2016, it is my belief that the pro-active efforts of the Patrol Warrant Unit have
contributed in part to this reduction.

Detective Sergeant Matthew McDonnell
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Animal Control Unit
Animal Control Officer David Cheung is very knowledgeable about animal control issues in
Town. In 2016, he handled 805 animal related calls. Officer Cheung spends a significant
amount of time in designated “Green Dog Program” parks. He practices Community Policing in
the fair manner in which he interacts with dog owners and others using the park, answering
their animal related questions and enforcing by-laws when needed.
Officer Cheung has had several noteworthy cases this year. In April, he investigated the killing
of a rabbit at Pine Manor College. Officer Cheung conducted a thorough investigation which
resulted in 4 students being summonsed to Court on Animal Cruelty charges.
He has also handled two cases of potentially dangerous dogs harming both humans and other
pets. In the first case, a dangerous dog hearing was held in December which resulted in several
conditions for the animal, including fencing for the property, muzzling when outside the
property, neighborhood walking restrictions, continued training and insurance requirements.
For the second case, a request for a dangerous dog hearing has been received, which will be
scheduled in the near future.
In August, I was approached by Victim Witness Advocate Doreen Gallagher, who informed me
she could not thank Officer Cheung enough for the calm, professional and compassionate way
he dealt with pets during a domestic case on Holland Rd.
Officer Cheung has built strong partnerships with other ACOs, animal response agencies and
animal healthcare facilities in the region. He works closely with the Brookline Health
Department and coordinates with them on a regular basis. During the year, he finalized a
Special Order for all officers on procedures to handle dog complaints and recently distributed a
“Wildlife Response Cheat Sheet”.
In addition to his animal related duties, Officer Cheung often assists patrol units on calls, as well
as handling the Upper Devotion school traffic post (194 Boylston St) on a daily basis. Officer
Cheung’s 2016 Workload Indicators can be found on the following page
Sergeant Michael Raskin
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Public Safety Dispatch Center
Below are the statistics covering the Calendar Year 2016 for the number of Police, Fire,
Ambulance/Medical, and 911 Calls that were received and dispatched by the Emergency
Telecommunications Dispatchers of the Brookline Public Safety Dispatch Center.
Call Type
CAD Entries
Police Calls
Fire Calls
Ambulance/Medical Calls
911 Calls
The following is a breakdown of those 911 Calls:
Call Type
Land Line Calls
Abandoned Land Line Calls
Wireless Calls
Abandoned Wireless Calls
Total Inbound Calls
Outbound Calls
Total Calls

Number of Calls
83,970
74,149
7,948
4,323
12,001

#

%
4729
244
6959
69
12001
2857
14858

32%
2%
47%
0%
81%
19%
100%

To note: Outbound Calls are those made by Dispatchers to call the Abandoned 911 Calls
back as well as calling Outside Agencies to report emergencies in their city/town.
Wireless calls this year outweighed the number of Wireline calls that were placed by
citizens and visitors to the Town of Brookline by 15%.
2016 Overall Review of the Brookline Public Safety Dispatch Center
The Brookline Public Safety Dispatch Center currently has a staff of thirteen full-time
Emergency Telecommunications Dispatchers, two trainee Dispatchers, and one Chief
Emergency Telecommunications Dispatcher. Two Dispatchers resigned to pursue other public
safety positions outside of the Town of Brookline and as a result two additional Dispatchers
were hired in the 4th quarter of 2016.
The Dispatchers of the Brookline Public Safety Dispatch Center in 2016 were given many
training opportunities provided by the Brookline Police and Fire Department totaling three
hundred and thirty initial and continuing education training hours. One highlight was the
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participation by all of our Dispatchers in the Police Procedural Justice training that was given in
March. This allowed for our Dispatchers to interact with the training staff and fellow Police
Officers to better understand the challenges being faced in today’s policing environment which
the Dispatchers have a major role in.
The Brookline Public Safety Dispatch Center has been preparing for Next Generation 911
Technology and Equipment provided by the Massachusetts State 911 Department and General
Dynamics Information Technology. Equipment installations continue into 2017 and according
to the schedule set by the State 911 Department and GDIT, our E-911 Dispatchers will soon be
provided with the training necessary to use the new and enhanced system and by Spring 2017
will be operating the first new 911 System since 2006.
As of January 1st, 2017, the Emergency Telecommunications Dispatchers of the Brookline Public
Safety Dispatch Center had made 74,149 Police Computer
Aided Dispatch Entries, 9,821 Fire Department CAD entries, and had assigned 6,030 Case
Incident numbers. Also, as of January 1st, 2017, there were 12,001 Emergency 911 calls that
were received and processed from both landline and Wireless phones.

Kevin Lessard
Chief Emergency Telecommunications Dispatcher
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